Introduction
In this paper we study the Bergman projection on domains of the form f(z; w) 2 X C : (z) < arg w < (z)g; where X is a complex manifold and and are, respectively, upper-and lower-semicontinuous functions on X with < + 2 . (We will call the sectorial domain with base X and angle functions ; .)
We will show in Section 3 that the Bergman projection on a sectorial domain can be synthesized from weighted projections on the base. In some cases methods of the residue calculus can be applied to the synthesis formula to obtain asymptotic expansions near w = 0.
Section 2 begins the discussion of a couple of families of sectorial domains for which this is possible. The asymptotic expansions themselves are developed in Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Section 8 applies the results of Sections 5 and 6 to the study of the @-Neumann problem on pseudoconvex domains with complex curves in the boundary.
Examples
Example 2.1. Consider a domain D C n+1 de ned by an inequality of the form Re n+1 > ( 1 ; : : :; n );
where is a non-negative upper-semicontinuous function satisfying a homogeneity relation ( a 1 1 ; : : : ; an n ) = ( 1 ; : : :; n ) for 2 R + (2.1) with a 1 ; : : : ; a n 2 R + .
(See Sta] for information on how to recognize local biholomorphic copies of such domains, assuming real-analyticity.)
We transform D by means of the biholomorphic map D ! ( 1 ; : : : ; n ; n+1 ) 7 ! (z 1 ; : : :; z n ; w) def = ( ?a 1 n+1 1 ; : : :; ?an n+1 n ; n+1 ) (2.2)
(In e ect we have performed a \weighted blow-up" of the origin.)
The domain is invariant under dilations (z; w) 7 ! (z; w) in the w variable and hence its bers over C n are unions of sectors.
Supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation. 1 If, for example, is a function of (j 1 j; : : : ; j n j) (2.3) then is in fact a sectorial domain with base X = fz : (z) < 1g (2.4) and angle functions (z) = ? arccos( (z)); (z) = arccos( (z)):
(2.5) More generally, de ne an equivalence relation on by setting (z; w) (e z; e w) if and only if w and e w lie in the same sector of the ber over z = e z. Let X be the quotient space. Then it is easy to see that the natural projection X ! C n is a local homeomorphism. Assume now that is pseudoconvex. Then ? log(dist( ; b )) satis es a maximumprinciple along the bers so that bers can not split as z varies. Thus X is a Hausdor complex manifold spread over C n and is a sectorial domain over the base manifold X. (The angle functions ; are single-valued since they satisfy ? 2 < 2 .) Assume further that > 0 on C n n f0g: (2.6) Then X is bounded and b consists of points (z 1 ; : : :; z n ; jwje i ) such that j j 2 and (e ia 1 z 1 ; : : :; e ian z n ) cos lim inf s!(e ia 1 z 1 ;:::;e ian zn) (s):
If cos < 1 then clearly z is an interior point of X. Thus (z); (z) ! 0 as z ! bX, or, as we recast this for later use, for every > 0 there is K X compact such that j j; j j < on X n K.
(2.7) Example 2.2. Consider a sectorial domain whose bers are half-planes; that is, = + : (2.8) Using the map (z; w) 7 ! (z; ?w) we see that the Levi-form at a point (z; w) in the boundary of in X Ĉ has the opposite sign of the Levi-form at (z; ?w); thus this portion of the boundary is pseudoconvex if and only if it is Levi-at. In this situation, and are pluriharmonic and the leaves of the Levi-foliation are locally graph hypersurfaces of the form The two pieces intersect in a totally real edge, and b is locally biholomorphic to the boundary of the bidisk 2 . Moreover, is covered by 2 via a map of the form = e X fw : Re w > 0g ! (e z; w) 7 ! (z; e i (z)?e (e z) w);
where e denotes a harmonic conjugate for .
Synthesis formula
Let be a sectorial domain of dimension n + 1. Let L 2 (n+1;0) ( ) denote the Hilbert space of square-integrable (n + 1; 0)-forms F = f(z; w) dz The Bergman projection P is the orthogonal projection from L 2 (n+1;0) ( ) onto B( ).
Our main tool for the study of P will be a partial Mellin transform. For a form F 2 A ] ( ) we de ne a section MF of the pullback T (n;0) (X R) of T (n;0) (X) to X R by MF = Mf(z; ) dz 1^: : :^dz n ; Mf(z; ) = Z 1 0 f(z; w)w ?i dw:
(3.1) (The integral is taken over any ray joining 0 to 1 in z .) Remark. The transform M de ned here di ers from the standard Mellin transform by premultiplication by w. This choice simpli es the formulae below. 
which is again the orthogonal projection onto the space of forms holomorphic along X. Our goal in the next few sections will be to use methods of contour integration to obtain asymptotic expansions for (4.1) as w ! 0.
To obtain such expansions we need (1) a meromorphic continuation of the integrand to 2 C ; (2) decay estimates for the extended integrand as Re ! 1.
In this section we nd conditions su cient to guarantee that the operator-valued function 7 ! Q extends meromorphically from R to C .
We will use the generic notation M to represent the operation of multiplication by .
Proposition 4.1. Let ; be a pair of positive weight functions on a complex manifold X. Assume that log 2 L 1 loc (X) and log 2 L 1 (X) so that in particular L 2 (n;0) (X; ) = L 2 (n;0) (X; ): S X : fG 2 L 2 (n;1) (X) : @G = 0g ! L 2 (n;0) (X) for @ is compact, and let and be C 1 functions on X such that def = ? > 0 is constant. Then 7 ! Q extends to a meromorphic map from C to the space L ? L 2 (n;0) (X) of bounded operators on L 2 (n;0) (X). This map has no poles in the strip : j Im j 4k k L 1 (X) . Proof. We have (z) = e ?2 (z) e ? sinh( ) ; (4.4) since constant factors in the weight function do not a ect the projection operator this yields Q = P = P e ?2 for 2 R: So we try to extend P e ?2 to 2 C .
Using the formula P X = I ? S X @ (see for example Kra, 8 Theorem 4.5. Let X be a complex manifold and let and be, respectively, upper-and lower-semicontinuous functions on X satisfying < + 2 and the boundary vanishing condition (2.7). Then 7 ! Q extends to a meromorphic map from C to the space L ? L 2 (n;0) (X; ? ) of bounded operators on L 2 (n;0) (X; ? ). This map has no poles in the Proof. We may restrict attention to the case n = 0, in which case it will su ce to check that
But the right-hand side of (5.2) is The desired conclusions now follow easily from di erentiation of (5.1).
: Use of a partition of unity on X allows us to reduce to consideration of the case where X is a domain in C n .
The estimates on (z) (z; ) guarantee that the Laplace transform is dense in L 2 (n;0) (X).
Proof. If G 2 C 1 0;(n;0) (X) has small enough support then there is 2 R so that < < on supp G. Then Theorem 5.2 implies that e ? G 2 ( We may approximate f(z; w) dw by forms with derivatives @ j f @w j (z; w) dw extending continuously to z for j = 0; : : : ; k, and so it will su ce to work with forms in this latter class. On any compact subset of (X f0g) the estimate holds uniformly and the sum converges uniformly and absolutely.
Note that, unlike in the preceding section, poles of MP ] f arising as in Corollary 5.3 are immediately canceled by the right-most factor in (4.6) so that the only residues appearing in the sum arise from poles of 7 ! Q . Corollary 7.2. Let be a C 2 function on C n satisfying (2.3), (2.6), and the homogeneity condition (2.1). De ne X; ; by (2.4) and (2.5) and assume that the corresponding sectorial domain is pseudoconvex. Then the asymptotic expansion (7.2) is valid. Proof. By Theorem 7.1 it su ces to show that (7.1) holds.
We claim rst that log is plurisubharmonic. In fact, X is Reinhardt and pseudoconvex (since is a plurisubharmonic exhaustion function for X) so log X def = f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) 2 R n : (e x 1 ; : : : ; e xn ) 2 Xg is convex. The homogeneity relation (2.1) implies that log (e x 1 ; : : : ; e xn ) is the signed distance from (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) to bX along the family of lines parallel to (a 1 ; : : :; a n ) and is thus a convex function of (x 1 ; : : :; x n ). This implies that log is plurisubharmonic on C n n fz : z 1 z n = 0g, hence on C n .
It follows now that i@ ^@ = q j Re j Re (z) for w 2 z ; j Re j large and adopting the notations E and T j from Lemma 6.2 we nd that kT j k L 1 (E;L 1 (1;0) (f(z;w)2 :z2X 0 g)) decays exponentially as jjj ! 1.
The rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 6.1. Lemma 7.5. kQ k L(L 2 (n;0) (X; Re )) ! 1 as j Re j ! 1, uniformly in the strip j Im j < R+1. Proof. kQ k L(L 2 (n;0) (X; Re )) 1 so it su ces to show that lim sup j Re j!1 kQ k L(L 2 (n;0) (X; Re )) 1:
Again it su ces to treat the case Re ! +1. Proof. Let p : 1 (Y ) ! 2 Z be the period map for . Let ! be a bounded holomorphic di erential on Y with additive periods given by ?ip For, Thm. 28.6] . Then replacing by e def = (Z; R exp( R Z z 0 !)W), R large, and U by e U = e ?1 (Y ) we nd that (z) is replaced by e (z) = (z) + Im R z z 0 ! so that p e = 0 as required. We assume henceforth that is single-valued. Let = + and de ne and Q as in In general, Proposition (4.6) shows that for xed X the poles of 7 ! Q depend only on the conjugate periods of . We claim that for a dense set of periods we will in fact encounter poles in the lower half-plane. Indeed, Bar3, Sec. 4] shows that for a dense set of periods there is 0 on the negative imaginary axis and 2 L 2 (1;1) (X); 6 0 with = ?2 0 @ ^S X :
We claim that Q has a pole at 0 , for otherwise (4.2) and analytic continuation yield Q 0 ? e 2 0 P X S X = Q 0 ? e 2 0 S X :
But the left-hand side of (8.2) vanishes since P X S X = 0 while the right-hand side does not vanish since e 2 0 S X is non-zero and holomorphic (by (8. 
